Wednesday, October 7				 		 			
“Mark Twain Meets Dracula”
		
Mark Dawidziak, Independent Scholar

Wednesday, October 14				 		 			
“Viral Twain: The Reprinting of Mark Twain in Nineteenth-Century Newspapers”
Avery Blankenship, Northeastern University
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Wednesday, October 21				 		 			
Interview with Susan K. Harris about her new book Mark Twain, The World, and Me
In Mark Twain, the World, and Me: “Following the Equator,” Then and Now, Susan K. Harris
follows Twain’s last lecture tour as he wound his way through the British Empire in 1895–1896.
Deftly blending history, biography, literary criticism, reportage, and travel memoir, Harris
gives readers a unique take on one of America’s most widely studied writers. Structured as a
series of interlocking essays written in the first person, this engaging volume draws on Twain’s
insights into the histories and cultures of Australia, India, and South Africa and weaves them
into timely reflections on the legacies of those countries today. Harris offers meditations on
what Twain’s travels mean for her as a scholar, a white woman, a Jewish American, a wife, and
a mother. By treating topics as varied as colonial rule, the clash between indigenous and settler
communities, racial and sexual “inbetweenness,” and species decimation, Harris reveals how
the world we know grew out of the colonial world Twain encountered. Her essays explore
issues of identity that still trouble us today: respecting race and gender, preserving nature,
honoring indigenous peoples, and respecting religious differences.
Harris will be interviewed by Dr. Matt Seybold, resident scholar of the Center for Mark Twain
Studies and Assistant Professor of Ameican Literature and Mark Twain Studies at Elmira
College.
Susan K. Harris is distinguished professor emerita at the University of Kansas. She is author of God’s Arbiters: Americans and
the Philippines, 1898–1902; The Cultural Work of the Late Nineteenth Century Hostess: Annie Adams Fields and Mary Gladstone
Drew; The Courtship of Olivia Langdon and Mark Twain; 19th-Century American Women’s Novels: Interpretive Strategies; and Mark
Twain’s Escape from Time: A Study of Patterns and Images.

Wednesday, October 28				 		 			
“Mark Twain, James Redpath, & The Vigilante Origins of U.S. Police
Matt Seybold, Elmira College
During the mid-1860s, Mark Twain waged a prolonged and inflammatory
media war against the San Francisco Police. By some accounts his campaign
led directly to the replacement of the SFPD’s longtime Commissioner, as
well as broader reforms which were later adopted by departments across
the nation. During the same years Twain was excoriating the SFPD, his
future publicist, James Redpath, was participating in the occupation and
reconstruction of Confederate Charleston. From Redpath’s perspective, the
prosperity of Charleston after the Civil War depended upon annihilating
the institutions of its past, including the police force which had been
formed explicitly to patrol and punish the enslaved population. In his talk,
Dr. Seybold uses Twain and Redpath as lenses for comparing the history of
policing in these two U.S. cities, separated by nearly 3,000 miles, as well as
by contrasting demographics, economies, and cultural institutions. What
can their histories teach us about the often antagonistic relationship between the media and the police in our own time?
Matt Seybold is Assistant Professor of American Literature & Mark Twain Studies at Elmira College, as well as resident scholar at
the Center for Mark Twain Studies and editor of MarkTwainStudies.org. He is co-editor of the Routledge Companion to Literature
& Economics (2018) and a 2019 special issue of American Literary History on “Economics & Literary Studies in the New Gilded
Age.” Other recent publications can be found in Aeon, American Studies, boundary 2, Criticism, Henry James Review, Leviathan,
Los Angeles Review of Books, Mark Twain Annual, Reception, and T.S. Eliot Studies Annual. He is current working on a book
about the political economy of mass media in America’s Gilded Ages, tentatively titled “The Rhyme of Crisis: Mark Twain & the
Networks of Disunion.”
Center for Mark Twain Studies
(607) 735-1941
twaincenter@elmira.edu
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Visit the “Trouble Begins Archives” at MarkTwainStudies.org
for a downloadable recording of all these talks and other past lectures.
You can also see past “Trouble Begins” progams
and CMTS quadrennial conference and symposia programs.

